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A B S T R A C T   

Targeted design and placement of natural flood management leaky barriers, or engineered logjams, and accurate 
representation of logjams in hydraulic models across different scales is necessary to generate desired water 
storage and flood peak attenuation for effective river restoration and natural flood management projects. We 
systematically assess the effect of varying logjam spacing, extent of logjam-generated change in water surface 
profile, vertical height of lower gap, overflow to local floodplain, and varying channel slope, representing a series 
of logjams in a sparse input data 1D network model including the jam-generated backwater, which depends on 
loss of momentum within the jam. To guide catchment-scale representation, best-fit increased channel resistance 
was found to increase with number of jams, approaching an analytically determined maximum for close inter- 
jam spacing, useful for setting an upper envelope for efficacy.   

1. Introduction 

The presence of large wood [LW, defined as logs with diameter ≥ 0.1 
m and length ≥ 0.1 m] (Keller and Swanson 1979; Wohl and Jaeger 
2009), in river channels increases flow heterogeneity and habitat di-
versity. Engineered logjams composed of many smaller wood pieces are 
installed as part of river restoration and natural flood management 
projects to provide the physical and ecological benefits associated with 
LW (Gallisdorfer et al., 2014; Bennett et al., 2015; Burgess-Gamble et al., 
2018; Dadson et al., 2017; Ismail et al., 2021). However, knowledge 
gaps surrounding the effectiveness of natural flood management in-
terventions and the physical processes by which jams affect 
channel-floodplain connectivity and water storage have led to calls for 
evidence (Wohl et al., 2016; Dadson et al., 2017; Burgess-Gamble et al., 
2018) and process-based investigation (Wohl et al., 2005) to improve 
the design and assessment of interventions using LW. 

Logjams create an upstream area of slower, deepened water, 
increasing habitat diversity and potential for deposition of sediment and 
fine particles (Bilby, 1981; Bouwes et al., 2018; Schalko et al., 2018). 
The increase in upstream water depth, or backwater rise, generated by 
logjams (Geertsema et al., 2020) has recently been described with 
momentum-based models, with drag generated by the group of logs in 

the jam region represented by an adaptation of the law for drag in 
canopies (Follett et al., 2020, 2021). This approach allows representa-
tion of logjams as hydraulic structures in a flood model or network 
analysis (Ruíz Villanueva et al., 2014, Metcalfe et al., 2017; Persi et al., 
2019; Hankin et al., 2020; Leakey et al., 2020; Senior et al., 2022). 
However, a research gap remains in predictive approaches for large 
catchments, for which representation of tens to hundreds of jams may be 
desired. At this scale, individual jam representation is time-intensive 
and can require mesh refinement and associated timestep reduction to 
maintain the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition (uΔt≪Δx), 
increasing model runtime. Previous investigators have represented the 
aggregate effect of multiple logjams with an empirically determined 
increase in channel hydraulic roughness (Addy and Wilkinson, 2019). In 
addition to LW implementation, uncertainty in flow measurement and 
boundary conditions can complicate prediction of natural flood man-
agement (NFM) schemes. These uncertainties can be made more explicit 
using, for example, the General Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation 
(GLUE) framework (Beven and Binley, 1992a, 1992b), and the influence 
of NFM in general can be investigated in a more complex uncertainty 
framework (Hankin et al., 2017) whereby stratified sampling is under-
taken of the uncertainties in both the controlling parameter and the 
expected perturbation to it due to NFM. Field observations of engineered 
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and natural LW jams (Black et al., 2020; Linstead and Gurnell 1999) 
have observed that the effect of jams is expected to depend on both 
channel and barrier physical properties, calling for additional research 
investigating the comparative effects across river channel and barrier 
physical parameters. 

In this paper we explore the effect of a series of jams on a varying 
inflow hydrograph for varying magnitude of jam longitudinal density, 
jam-generated backwater rise, lower gap height, local overflow to sur-
rounding floodplain, and channel physical properties to demonstrate the 
effect of varying jam properties and guide choice of jam design for 
varying channels. To guide choice of effective channel resistance based 
on barrier physical properties for large spatial scale modelling ap-
proaches, we choose an effective bed friction coefficient Cfe yielding 
minimum sum of the squared difference in volume between outflow 
exiting 1D networks representing reaches of length LR containing mul-
tiple logjams, and the same model channel with effective resistance 
represented by Cfe, instead of individual jams. Model jams had accu-
mulation factor CA and average inter-jam spacing Ls. The backwater rise 
upstream of each jam depends on the jam accumulation factor and unit 
discharge (Follett et al., 2020, 2021). The effect of predicted Cfe on 
channel outflow discharge downstream of eight leaky barriers is 
demonstrated and compared to implementation of individual barriers as 
hydraulic structures in HEC-RAS 2D, representing Penny Gill, West 
Cumbria, UK [Fig. 1(a)]. 

2. Theory 

2.1. Unobstructed open channel flow 

The effect of a series of jams on outflow discharge and channel 
segment water volume was compared to the effect of uniform flow with 
constant bed resistance in a wide rectangular open channel of reach 
length LR, slope S, width B, bankfull depth Hbf , and gravitational ac-
celeration g. Uniform flow depth h0 resulted from a balance between the 
weight of water on bed slope S balanced by bed friction, represented by a 
dimensionless bed friction coefficient Cf0 (Julien 1998, 2010). 

Q=B

(

gh3

0
S

Cf 0

)1/2

(1) 

The bed friction coefficient Cf0 can be related to the Chézy coeffi-
cient, Cf0 = 1/C2

z , and Manning’s resistance coefficient in a wide 
channel Cf0 = n2

0g/h1/3
0 (Julien 1998, 2010). The bed friction coefficient 

was related to bankfull depth and median bed sediment diameter Ds50 

Cf 0 =
[

5.75 log
10

(

2Hbf

Ds50

)]−2

, (2) 

assuming a logarithmic profile for mean longitudinal velocity (Julien 
1998, 2010). In this paper Cf0 and uniform flow were predicted from 

measured Hbf ,Bbf and Ds50 using observations of UK rivers (Hey and 
Thorne, 1986). In general, the mean sediment diameter and bankfull 
channel depth increase with increasing slope. For channels where me-
dian sediment diameter is not known, an estimation of bed resistance 
based on channel slope was used to reduce amount of input data. For 
channels with S ≥ 0.015, bed resistance may be estimated from the 
relationship found by Yochum et al. (2014) from field observations of 
high gradient streams (n = 1.85S0.79,S = 0.015− 0.21). For a channel 
with unknown median sediment diameter and S < 0.01, Cf0 may be 
related to channel slope using the regression relationships of Parker 
et al. (2007) for Hbf 

Hbf =
0.382

g1/5
Q

2/5

bf (3)  

and Ds50, 

Ds50 =
[

Qbf
̅̅̅

g
√
(

0.101

S

)−2.91
]2/5

(4)  

so that 

Cf 0 =
[

5.75 log
10

(

0.0535

S1.16

)]−2

, (5) 

allowing prediction of Cf0 and Q for channels with a given slope and 
bankfull width. To estimate uniform flow, Cf0 is first found from S using 
Eq. (5), enabling solution of Hbf from measured Bbf and Eqs. (1) and (3) 
and prediction of Q using Eq. (1). UK rivers were observed to be rela-
tively deeper and narrower compared to the full dataset used by Parker 
et al. (2007), which was attributed to the high density of bank vegeta-
tion and lower expected gravel supply relative to other sites used 
(Alberta, Canada, and Idaho and Colorado, USA). In addition, bankfull 
width varied more strongly with discharge than bankfull depth across 
the full dataset (Parker et al., 2007). Therefore, use of both measured Hbf 
andBbf is preferable, but if necessary prediction of Hbf is preferred over 
bankfull width as the magnitude of error in the prediction is less severe. 
While local observations of Hbf ,Bbf and Ds50 may differ from the pre-
dictions of Eqs. (3) and (4) due to local channel adjustment and sediment 
input, prediction of Ds50 and Cf0 from channel slope and bankfull width 
is suitable for use in sparse data input methods where Hbf and Ds50 are 
not available. 

2.2. Jam-generated upstream backwater rise 

Flow through a jam generated momentum loss proportional to the 
number, size, and packing density of the logs comprising the jam (Follett 
et al., 2020, 2021), elevating the water depth upstream of the jam hJ 
relative to unobstructed open channel flow. Flow through a jam with a 
lower gap was a combination of unit discharge q = Q/B passing through 

Fig. 1. (a) Engineered logjam installed in Penny Gill, West Cumbria, UK. (b) Photo of channel-spanning jam installed in Nant Drysiog, Bryn, UK, with upstream water 
depth above the jam top edge, generating local floodplain inundation. Photo recorded during Storm Dudley (February 16, 2020). 
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the jam and lower gap sections: 

q =
[

2g(hJ − a)3

3
̅̅̅

3
√

CA

]1/2

+

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

Cp0
(

1 + Cb
a
hJ

) ga2hJ

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

1/2

(6)  

with vertical width of the lower gap a, dimensionless jam structural 
parameter CA related to the jam length LJ, drag coefficient for a rigid 
circular cylinder Cd ≅ 1, frontal area density af , and solid volume 
fraction φ (CA = LJCdaf/(1 − φ)3; Follett et al., 2020), gate discharge 
coefficient Cp0 = 2/3 and Cb = Cp0Cf

S − 1 (Malcherek 2018; Follett et al., 
2021). CA increases with the amount of solid wood present in the jam, 
and extent of jam-generated change in water surface profile increases 
with increasing CA. Equation (6) corresponds to the upstream depth for a 
channel-spanning jam (Follett et al., 2020) when the lower gap vertical 
width a = 0, 

q=
[

2g(hJ)3

3
̅̅̅

3
√

CA

]1/2

(7) 

To link the jam structural parameter to readily obtainable field ob-
servations, CA was related to the relative magnitude of jam-generated 
backwater rise. The upstream backwater depth generated by a 
channel-spanning jam [Eq. (7)] was compared to unobstructed uniform 
flow in a wide channel [Eq. (1)], for the same unit discharge, 

CA =
2

3
̅̅̅

3
√ ∗ Cf 0

S(h0/hJ)3
(8)  

with the relationship between CA and relative ratio h0/ hJ independent 
of unit discharge for a channel-spanning jam in a wide channel, due to 
correspondence between Eq. (1) and Eq. (7). For a channel of increasing 
slope, a lower CA (less wood pieces in jam) would be required to 
generate a given relative h0/hJ, compared to a lower slope channel. To 
compare the effect of varying CA in a consistent manner across channels 
of varying slope, low, medium, and high density jams were defined by 
relative ratio h0/hJ = 0.25,0.33,0.5, 0.75 with the uniform flow depth 
equal to h0/hJ times the jam-generated upstream backwater depth. A 
ratio of h0/hJ = 1 would indicate an unobstructed channel. The back-
water volume generated by flow passing through a jam was found from 
uniform flow and jam-generated upstream flow depths [Eqs. (1) and 
(6)]. 

2.3. Jam submergence and local floodplain inundation 

At water depths higher than the elevation of the jam top edge, flow 
has been observed to pass over the top edge of the jam and inundate the 
local floodplain (Fig. 1). Discharge passing over the jam top edge HJ was 
represented by a sharp-crested weir (Hankin et al., 2020), 

Q=B
2

3

̅̅̅̅̅

2g
√

(hJ − HJ)3/2 + Q(hJ =HJ) (9)  

with discharge when upstream water depth is equal to the height of the 
jam top edge above the bed Q(hJ = HJ) given by Eq. (6). For corre-
spondence with previous work identifying floodplain roughness co-
efficients (Chow 1959, Yochum et al., 2014), floodplain roughness was 
represented by Manning’s coefficient, n0 (s m−1/3) with uniform flow 
depth given by Manning’s law, instead of the dimensionless friction 
coefficient model used to describe bed resistance in the channel: 

Q = B5/3h
5/3

0

̅̅̅

S
√

(B + 2h0)2/3
n0

. (10) 

Two methods were used to explore the effect of jam-generated 
inundation of a simplified local floodplain. For jams with elevation of 
top vertical edge above the bed HJ less than or equal to the channel 

bankfull depth, discharge passing over the top edge of the jam was 
represented by Eq. (9) and floodplain resistance was represented by Eq. 
(10). Local floodplain width was assumed to be equal to the channel 
bankfull width on either side of the channel, so that total width of the 
channel and floodplain was three times the channel bankfull width. The 
simplified floodplain geometry and width were intended to estimate the 
effect of overtopping and local inundation. In future work, the choice of 
width and geometry should be clarified with reference to empirical 
observations. For jams with height of top vertical edge greater than the 
channel bankfull depth, flow was assumed to occupy a total width of 
three times the channel bankfull width, passing through a channel 
spanning jam [Eq. (7)] with equivalent CA to the in-channel jam. In this 
method the jam-generated momentum loss was assumed to be much 
greater than the floodplain resistance, so that the contribution of 
floodplain resistance was neglected. Water depth above the jam top edge 
was represented by a weir [Eq. (9)]. 

2.4. Volume of jam-generated upstream backwater 

The network model used in this paper related the unobstructed, 
uniform and jam-generated upstream water depths to total volume of 
water in a channel segment (Hankin et al., 2020). Water volume in a 
channel segment containing a jam at the segment downstream edge was 
assumed to occupy a combination of uniform flow and a simplified, 
triangular upstream backwater region (Fig. 2). This assumption is a 
simplification of the true backwater curve, which asymptotically ap-
proaches uniform flow depth (Chow, 1959). A region of falling water at 
the downstream face of the jam and contracted flow exiting the jam were 
observed under some experimental conditions (Follett et al., 2021). The 
channel was assumed to have S < 0.17, so that error introduced by the 
small angle approximation tan(θ) = sin(θ) = θ was less than 1%. The 
jam generated an upstream water depth hJ (Fig. 2, blue solid line), with 
backwater length extending from the jam upstream edge over a distance 
Lbw = (hJ −h0)/S until the absolute elevation of the channel water sur-
face at uniform flow was equal to the water surface elevation upstream 
of the jam. Total jam length LJ was assumed to be much smaller than Lbw, 
so that in-jam water storage was neglected. The volume of water in a 
segment with maximum water depth hJ < Hbf and Lbw < Ls was then 

Vs = Vbw + V0 = BLsh0 + B
1

2
Lbw(hJ − h0) (10) 

Effective channel width increased for water depths above Hbf . For a 
channel segment with hJ > Hbf , the volume of water above the local 
floodplain, 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of simplified jam-generated upstream backwater. 
Backwater rise hJ − h0 generated by jam with inter-jam spacing Ls in a channel 
with unobstructed uniform water depth h0. The modification of outflow 
discharge due to a series of jams was represented by an effective water depth, 
he, which is related to unit discharge with an effective resistance coefficient Cfe. 
The channel was assumed to have S < 0.17, so that error introduced by the 
small angle approximation tan(θ) = sin(θ) = θ was less than 1%. Channel slope 
exaggerated on figure to show full backwater on page. 
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Vfp = B
(

Beff − 1
)

LShfp,0 + B
(

Beff − 1
) 1

2

(

Δhfp,J

)2

S
(11) 

was added to the volume of water in and directly above the channel 
[Eq. (10)], with effective floodplain width assumed to be Beff = 3 times 
the bankfull channel width. For cases with hJ > Hbf , the uniform water 
depth on the floodplain hfp,0 = max(0, h0 −Hbf ) and the difference be-
tween the jam-generated flow depth on the floodplain and floodplain 
bed level or above-bankfull unobstructed flow depth Δhfp,J =
min
(hJ − Hbf , hJ − h0

). For segments with Lbw > Ls, the backwater 
volume within the channel segment was found from the difference be-
tween the total backwater volume in a long segment and the excess 
backwater volume beyond x = Ls upstream of the jam. 

The relative ratio of backwater volume to volume of unobstructed 
uniform flow Vbw/V0 was used to guide a parameter study investigating 
the effect of a series of jams with varying channel and jam parameters at 
channel sites with varying slope. For a channel of width B containing a 
channel-spanning jam [Eq. (7)], Vbw/V0 is then, 
Vbw

Vo

= 1

2

Lbw

Ls

(

̅̅̅

3

√ (

CAS

2Cf 0

)1/3

− 1

)

(12) 

with the ratio of jam-generated backwater volume to volume of 
unobstructed uniform flow dependent on the ratio of backwater length 
to segment length Lbw/Ls, which increases with jam density along the 
reach, and hJ

h0 ∼
(

CAS
Cf0

)1
3
,which increases with CA and increasing slope. A 

jam with a given CA results in higher Vbw/V0 at bankfull discharge in 
channels with increasing slope [Fig. 3(a)], but lower backwater length. 
Jams with higher CA (lower h0/hJ) generated higher relative backwater 
volume that increased more steeply with Q/Qbf [Fig. 3(b)], consistent 
across varying channel sites. 

3. Methods 

3.1. Model channel properties 

To guide choice of barrier design for varying channel properties, 
model runs were conducted for three UK rivers with B < 10 m and 
increasingly steep slope measured by Hey and Thorne (1986): the 
Chittern at Codford, Usway Burn at Shillmoor, and Burbage Brook at 
Burbage. Channel slope, bankfull width, bankfull depth, and median 
sediment diameter are given in Table 1. Investigation of jam density, 

varying CA, gap height, and local floodplain overflow were run for the 
intermediate slope site Usway Burn at Shillmoor, while investigation of 
varying slope used the additional two sites. Discussion of model 
implementation of an effective resistance coefficient, as compared to a 
series of individual jams, used Penny Gill, West Cumbria, UK (Table 1; 
Hankin et al., 2020). Median sediment diameter was not measured for 
Penny Gill, and an effective Manning’s bed resistance coefficient of n0 =
0.23 was chosen based on the installation of scattered logs in the channel 
intended to elevate bed resistance (Yochum et al., 2014) in addition to a 
series of eight channel-spanning jams in the main channel and smaller 
barriers constructed upstream of the monitored reach. 

3.2. Network model 

To systematically investigate the effect of longitudinal jam density, 
varying CA, gap height, local floodplain overflow and correspondence to 
a best-fit effective elevated bed resistance model, a rectangular open 
channel containing a series of jams was represented by a 1D network, 
similar to previous frameworks used to assess assessing jam placement 
and network structure (Hankin et al., 2020). Model files were imple-
mented in the R language. The network contained Ns nodes representing 
a series of channel segments. Each node i represented one channel 
segment with slope Si, length Li, average width Bi, and water volume Vi. 
The change in water volume within each segment was equal to the 
difference between inflow and outflow, 
∂V

∂t
=
∑

Ns

j=1

(

ajiQj −Qi + qi

)

, (13) 

with inflow Qj entering segment i from the immediate upstream node 
j, and outflow exiting the segment downstream edge Qi. Lateral inflow to 

Fig. 3. (a) Jam-generated backwater volume above 
uniform flow depth relative to volume in a channel 
segment with uniform flow Vbw/V0 for increasing CA 
for the Chittern at Codford (S = 0.001935, solid 
black line), Usway Burn at Shillmoor (S = 0.008479, 
dashed black line), and Burbage Brook at Burbage 
(S = 0.021467, dash-dot black line), which had 
progressively increasing slope. Channel S,B,Hbf ,
Ds50 given in Table 1. (b) Backwater volume above 
uniform flow depth relative to volume of uniform 
flow with increasing discharge relative to bankfull 
discharge Q/Qbf for decreasing CA, generating rela-
tive uniform flow depth to jam-generated upstream 
backwater depth (h0/hJ = 0.25,0.33,0.5,0.75). 
Trend consistent across channels for the same rela-
tive h0/hJ, Q/Qbf .   

Table 1 
Channel parameters S,B,Hbf ,Ds50 for the Chittern at Codford, Usway Burn at 
Shillmoor, and Burbage Brook at Burbage (Hey and Thorne, 1986) and Penny 
Gill (Hankin et al., 2020). Median sediment diameter was not measured for 
Penny Gill.  

Site name S (m) B (m) Hbf (m) Ds50 (m) 
Chittern at Codford 0.001935 6.5 0.68 0.0232 
Usway Burn at Shillmoor 0.008479 9.1 0.78 0.1135 
Burbage Brook at Burbage 0.021467 5.5 0.72 0.1096 
Penny Gill, West Cumbria 0.005 5 1 –  
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segment i, qi, is allowed in the scheme, although lateral inflow was not 
explored in this paper. Links between segments were represented with 
an adjacency matrix aji, with connection between node i and its imme-
diate downstream neighbor j specified by aji(i, j) = 1 and aji(i, j) = 0 if no 
connection was present. 

Values of discharge, segment water volume, and segment average 
cross-sectional area Ai = Vi/Ls,i for each segment were interpolated from 
a precalculated hydraulic table. To generate the table, a range of 
possible node upstream water depths hJ = (0−10)Hbf was specified. For 
nodes with no jam present, the upstream node depth was equal to the 
uniform flow depth throughout the segment. Discharge corresponding to 
uniform flow depth was found from Eq. (1), and segment volume and 
cross-sectional area for uniform flow were found by assuming a constant 
water depth h0 along the reach [V0, Vfp0 in Eqs. (10) and (11)]. 
Discharge corresponding to node upstream depth for segments with a 
jam present was found from Eq. (6). For segments in which the upstream 
backwater did not occupy the full segment length, water depth upstream 
of the backwater was assumed to have uniform flow depth. The corre-
sponding total segment water volume from backwater and uniform flow 
was found from Eqs. 10 and 11. The nonlinear system of equations 
describing conservation of mass [Eq. (13)], together with calculated Q(g,
h0, S,Cf0, hJ, a,CA) and V(Ls,B, h0, hJ, S,Beff ,Hbf ) found from Eqs. (1), 
(6), (10) and (11), describes the temporal evolution of node upstream 
water depths hi. The equations are forced by source terms qi, and each 
equation is coupled with equations corresponding to the upstream edge 
of the network. The system is solved numerically using an ordinary 
differential equation solver in R (lsodes). Code has been published in the 
GitHub repository. Although several hydraulic modelling software 
packages are available to solve similar equation sets, implementation of 
this system in a simplified 1D framework and open-source R language 

allows rapid implementation of many jams along a channel and 
assessment of a range of channel and barrier physical properties. In 
addition, this modelling framework provides a basis for future testing of 
arbitrary networks (Hankin et al., 2020). 

4. Results 

4.1. Number of jams per reach length 

The effect of jam longitudinal density along the reach length, which 
increased Lbw/Ls [Eq. (12)], was explored by comparing the outflow 
from reaches containing successive numbers of jams. Channel properties 
corresponded to the Usway Burn at Shillmoor (Table 1) with total reach 
length LR = 27610 m including a 10 m segment downstream of the last 
jam at which uniform flow depth was evaluated. An infinitely deep 
channel and jams were chosen to isolate the effect of varying jam lon-
gitudinal density, with maximum inflow found from the expected 
bankfull discharge for the site. Relative maximum backwater length 
varied from Lbw,max/Ls = 0, 0.1,0.25,0.5, 1,1.25,1.5, 2,2.92 for N = 0,
10,25,50,100,125,150,200,292 jams. The jam accumulation factor 
CA = 68 generated a relative ratio between uniform flow depth and jam- 
generated upstream depth h0/hJ = 0.25. Discharge entering the reach 
was given by a Gaussian curve with maximum Q = Qbf = 11.83 m3/s, 
minimum base flow discharge Q = 0.2Qbf , peak inflow discharge at μ =
6 h and variance of σ = 1 h [Fig. 4(a), solid black line]. The backwater 
tip reached the segment upstream edge at Q/Qbf = 0.72,0.54,0.35,0.2 
for cases with Lbw,max/Ls = 1.25,1.5,2,2.92. Spacing value Lbw,max/Ls =
2.92 was chosen so that Lbw,max = Ls at the minimum inflow discharge 
Q = 0.2Qbf . 

The jam-generated backwater has a greater increase in volume ∂V/∂ 

Fig. 4. (a) Discharge entering model reach (solid black line) and outflow discharge exiting reach relative to bankfull discharge with time (hr). Outflow from channels 
with successively increasing jam longitudinal density Lbw,max/Ls = 0, 0.1,0.25,0.5,1, 1.25,2.92 (N = 0,10, 25, 50,100,125,292 jams) for reach length LR = 27610 
with jams spaced over 27600 m represented respectively by solid dark blue, light blue, blue-green, green, yellow, orange, and red curves. (b) Skewness of residence 
time distribution of outflow discharge curve values above minimum base flow Q = 0.2Qbf with Lbw,max/Ls for an unobstructed channel Td,0 with Lbw,max/ Ls and N =
0, 10,25,50,100,125,150,200,292 jams. Neutral skewness (Sk = 0) corresponding to a symmetric distribution indicated by horizontal black dashed line. (c) 
Relative magnitude of maximum outflow discharge compared to maximum outflow discharge from an unobstructed channel Qmax/Qmax,0 with Lbw,max/ Ls for cases in 
(b). (d) Time delay between peak inflow and outflow discharge for a channel with a series of jams Td, relative to time delay for an unobstructed channel for cases 
in (b). 
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Q at higher discharge levels, as the backwater extends further upstream 
with increasing hJ − h0 (Fig. 2). Consistent with the expected increase in 
relative impact of jam backwater volume Vbw/V0 [Eq. (12)] above uni-
form flow for increasingly dense jam spacing with Lbw,max/ Ls ≤ 1, 
increasing jam longitudinal density and Lbw/Ls decreased the outflow 
curve skewness and outflow peak discharge [Fig. 4(a), dark blue, light 
blue, green, and yellow lines] and increased the outflow peak delay, 
relative to both inflow discharge (Fig. 4, solid black line) and outflow 
from an unobstructed channel [Fig. 4(a), dashed black line]. Jam ar-
rangements with Lbw,max/Ls > 1 truncate the backwater tip, creating a 
trapezoidal backwater. 

The jam upstream water depth was assumed to occur in the regime 
for which a region of falling water is present at the downstream edge of 
the jam, so that the upstream water depth is independent of the down-
stream water depth (Follett et al., 2020, 2021). Skewness of the resi-
dence time distribution of outflow discharge above base flow initially 
decreased [Sk = 0.88,0.76,0.56,0.22,− 0.22; Fig. 4(b)] for Lbw,max/ Ls =
0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, due to the increasing shallowness of the outflow 

discharge rising limb [Fig. 4(d); Fig. 4(a), solid yellow line]. Skewness 
reached an observed minimum at Lbw,max/Ls = 1.25 (Sk = − 0.36), and 
continued to increase, reaching approximately Sk = 0.958 ± 0.009 for 
Lbw,max/Ls ≥ 2.92. The rate of reduction in outflow peak magnitude 
[Fig. 4(c)] and increase in outflow peak delay [Fig. 4(d)] decreased for 
spacings greater than approximately Lbw,max/Ls > 2, with both Qmax/
Qmax,0 and Td/Td,0, reaching a value near Qmax/Qmax,0 = 0.726 ± 0.009 
and Td/Td,0 = 4.49 ± 0.04 for jam spacings greater than Lbw,max/ Ls = 2. 

4.2. Jam accumulation factor 

The impact of increasing jam accumulation factor CA, which in-
creases with the amount of solid wood present in the jam, was investi-
gated for sets of 100 jams with progressively increasing CA and 
decreasing h0/hJ [CA ∼ (h0/hJ)−3; Eq. (8)] installed in a channel 

resembling the Usway Burn at Shillmoor (Table 1) with total reach 
length LR = 27610 m including a 10 m segment downstream of the last 
jam at which uniform flow depth was evaluated. For example, a jam 
with h0/hJ = 0.5 generated an upstream backwater depth twice that of 
the unobstructed uniform flow depth. Inflow to the channel was given by 
a Gaussian curve with maximum Q = Qbf = 11.83 m3/s, minimum base 
flow discharge Q = 0.2Qbf , peak inflow discharge at μ = 6 hr and 
variance of σ = 1 hr [Fig. 5(a), solid black line]. Increasing CA also in-
creases Lbw/Ls due to the more pronounced upstream water depth, 
relative to uniform flow, with Lbw,max /Ls = 0.11,0.33,0.68,1.0 for 
conditions with h0/hJ = 0.75,0.5, 0.33,0.25. Similar to the results of 
increasing Lbw/Ls, increasing CA (h0/hJ = 0.75,0.5,0.33,0.25) increased 
outflow peak delay relative to time of inflow peak 
[Td/Td,0 = 1,1.3, 2.2,3.5, Fig. 5(d)], increased reduction of outflow 
peak magnitude relative to outflow from an unobstructed channel 
[Qmax/Qmax,0 = 1, 0.98, 0.89, 0.76, Fig. 5(c)], and decreased residence 
time distribution of outflow discharge above base flow [Fig. 5(b), Sk =
− 0.22,0.28,0.78,0.87], yielding an increasingly gradual outflow peak 
rising limb. 

4.3. Impact of lower gap vertical width 

Jams with a lower gap allowing passage of flow under the jam are a 
common design for engineered logjams. Discharge approaching the jam 
partitions between the jam and lower gap regions, with underflow ve-
locity and relative ratio of discharge passing through the lower gap 
increasing with jam accumulation factor (Follett et al., 2021). The effect 
of successively increasing lower gap vertical width was investigated for 
a channel resembling the Usway Burn at Shillmoor (Table 1), containing 
100 jams spaced equally over 27600 m with CA = 68, corresponding to a 
channel spanning jam generating h0/hJ = 0.25. The total reach length 
was LR = 27610 m including a 10 m segment downstream of the final 
jam. Discharge entering the reach was given by a Gaussian curve with 

Fig. 5. Discharge entering model reach (solid black line) and outflow discharge exiting reach relative to bankfull discharge with time (h) relative to bankfull 
discharge. (a) Outflow hydrographs from channels with successively increasing jam accumulation factor CA yielding h0/hJ = 0.75,0.5, 0.33,0.25 (CA = 2.5,8.5,29,
68), represented respectively by solid dark blue, light blue, green, and yellow curves. (b) Skewness of residence time distribution of outflow discharge above 
minimum base flow value Q = 0.2Qbf with h0/hJ . Outflow from an open channel (no jam present) corresponds to h0/hJ = 1. (c) Relative magnitude of maximum 
outflow discharge compared to maximum outflow discharge from an unobstructed channel Qmax/Qmax,0 with h0/hJ . (d) Time delay between peak inflow and outflow 
discharge Td relative to time delay for an unobstructed channel Td,0. 
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maximum Q = Qbf = 11.83 m3/s, minimum base flow discharge Q =
0.2Qbf , peak inflow discharge at μ = 6 h and variance of σ = 1 h (Fig. 6, 
solid black line). Lower gap vertical width relative to channel bankfull 
depth a/Hbf = 0.75,0.5,0.25,0 (Fig. 6, dotted black and solid dark blue, 
light blue, green and yellow lines, respectively) with a/ Hbf = 1 (dotted 
black line) representing an unobstructed channel and a/ Hbf = 0 (solid 
yellow line) representing a channel-spanning jam. The relative 
discharge at which uniform flow depth in the channel reached the jam 
lower edge was equal to Qa /Qbf = (a/Hbf )3/2 = 0.65,0.35,0.13,0,
respectively, shown by thin black solid, dashed, and dot dash horizontal 
lines for cases with a/Hbf = 0.75,0.5, 0.25 in Fig. 6(a). The 
stage-discharge relationships for jams with lower gap width a/ Hbf =
0.75,0.5, 0.25 (solid dark blue, blue, and green lines) as compared to 
unobstructed flow (dashed black lines) are respectively shown in Fig. 6 
(b)–(d). 

Decreasing lower gap vertical width also increased the maximum 
backwater length for the inflow discharge tested, with Lbw,max/Ls = 0.10,
0.26,0.55,1.00 for a/Hbf = 0.75, 0.5, 0.25,0. Outflow peak delay, 
reduction in peak magnitude, and skewness increased with decreasing 
lower gap vertical width, with Td/Td0 = 1.08, 1.38, 2.15, 3.54, Qmax/
Qmax,0 = 1.00,0.97,0.88,0.76 and Sk = 0.88, 0.57, − 0.49, − 0.22, 
respectively for a/Hbf = 0.75,0.5, 0.25,0. The smallest lower gap width 
tested, a/Hbf = 0.25, which was submerged at the minimum inflow 
level, had reduced outflow peak delay and peak magnitude reduction 
compared to the series of channel-spanning jams [Fig. 6(a)], and a more 
pronounced decreased skewness. For cases where the water depth 
reached the jam lower edge during passage of the inflow wave [Fig. 6(a), 
light and dark blue lines], outflow discharge tracked the curve for the 
unobstructed case (thick dotted black line in Fig. 6) until flow depth 
reached the jam lower edge [Fig. 6(a), horizontal dashed and solid lines 
corresponding to solid light blue and solid dark blue cases, respectively]. 
For discharge values above this point, delay of the outflow curve 

increased relative to the unobstructed case, and a reduction in peak 
magnitude was observed. 

4.4. Local overflow to floodplain 

Jams that generate an upstream depth higher than the channel 
bankfull depth generate local inundation of the surrounding floodplain 
[Fig. 1(b)]. The flow pathways are highly complex and dependent on 
local topography. As a first step in estimating the effect of jam-generated 
upstream depths above bankfull level and local inundation, a compound 
channel was used to represent the local floodplain [Fig. 7(a) and (b)]. 
Discharge above the upstream bankfull depth was assumed to pass over 
the jam similar to flow over a weir (Hankin et al., 2020). Two methods 
were used to investigate the effect of jams with a finite vertical extent. 
Jams with top edge elevation HJ = 1.5Hbf (Case A) were assumed to 
occupy a local floodplain width of Beff = 3Bbf at elevations above the 
channel bankfull depth, with discharge that overtopped the jam top edge 
represented by a weir [Fig. 7(a)]. Jams with top edge elevation HJ = Hbf 
(Case B) were assumed to inundate a local floodplain of width Bbf on 
either side of the channel (Beff = 3Bbf ) represented by uniform flow with 
floodplain resistance n0 = 0.1, with discharge passing over the jam top 
edge represented by a weir [Fig. 7(b)]. Tested channel properties cor-
responded to the Usway Burn at Shillmoor (Table 1), containing 200 
jams spaced equally over 10720 m with CA = 8.5, corresponding to a 
channel spanning jam generating h0/hJ = 0.5. In both cases, jams had a 
lower gap of vertical width a = 0.5Hbf [Fig. 7(c)]. The total reach length 
was LR = 10730 m including a 10 m unobstructed segment downstream 
of the final jam. Discharge entering the reach was given by Gaussian 
curves with minimum base flow discharge Q = 0.2Qbf , peak inflow 
discharge at μ = 6 hr and variance of σ = 1 hr, with varying maximum 
discharge Qmax/Qbf = 0.5, 1, 1.5,2 with Qbf = 11.83 m3/s [Fig. 7(d) and 
(e), dashed dark blue, light blue, green, and yellow lines]. 

Fig. 6. (a) Discharge entering model reach (solid black line) and outflow discharge exiting reach relative to bankfull discharge with time (h). Outflow from an 
unobstructed channel (dotted black line) and channels containing 100 jams with successively decreasing vertical width of lower gap relative to channel bankfull 
depth a/Hbf = 0.75,0.5,0.25,0 represented respectively by solid dark blue, light blue, green, and yellow curves, with a/Hbf = 0 (solid yellow line) representing a 
channel-spanning jam. Solid gray, dashed gray, and dotted gray lines correspond to discharge at which water depth reaches jam lower edge for a/ Hbf = 0.75, 0.5,
0.25, respectively. (b,c,d) Stage-discharge curves for jam-generated upstream water depth relative to bankfull channel depth (solid dark blue, light blue, green lines 
for a/Hbf = 0.75,0.5, 0.25, respectively) and unobstructed uniform flow relative to bankfull depth (black dashed lines) with discharge relative to bankfull discharge. 
Thin vertical solid, dashed and dotted lines represent discharge at which water depth reaches jam lower edge for a/Hbf = 0.75,0.5,0.25, respectively. 
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In both cases, outflow discharge from a channel containing jams was 
delayed relative to outflow discharge from an unobstructed channel for 
sub-bankfull discharge levels [Fig. 7(d) and (e), light blue solid and 
dashed lines], due to the relative increase in jam-generated upstream 
depth above the point of inundation of the jam lower edge [Fig. 7(d) and 
(e), horizontal dashed gray line] and inundation of the simplified local 
floodplain for jam-generated upstream depths above bankfull depth 
[Fig. 7(d), dotted black to dashed black horizontal lines and Fig. 7(e), 
dash-dot gray to dashed black horizontal lines]. The maximum observed 

relative peak delay between outflow from a channel with and without 
jams occurred for a tested maximum discharge of Q/Qbf = 1, which 
generated a relative time delay in peak outflow of Td = 1.25 hr for Case 
A [Fig. 7(d), Qmax = 0.98Qbf ] and Td = 1 hr for Case B [Fig. 7(e), Qmax =
0.99Qbf ]. In both cases, inflow discharge below the point of inundation 
of the jam lower edge had no effect on outflow discharge relative to an 
unobstructed channel [Fig. 7(d),(e), dashed gray and dark blue solid and 
dotted lines). Above bankfull discharge [Fig. 7(d) and (e), horizontal 
black dashed line], the effect of jams was reduced as unobstructed flow 

Fig. 7. (a) Jam case A with elevation of jam top edge HJ = 1.5Hbf , with jam extending the total width of the local floodplain (Bfp = 3B) above the channel bankfull 
depth. (b) Jam case B with elevation of jam top edge HJ = Hbf equal to the channel bankfull depth, with local floodplain width assumed to be equal to the channel 
bankfull width on either side of the channel and floodplain resistance equal to n0 = 0.1. (c) Water depth relative to bankfull depth with discharge relative to bankfull 
depth. Jam-generated upstream depth for cases A and B respectively represented by black solid and dotted lines. Uniform flow depth represented by solid gray line. 
Relative discharge at which jam-generated upstream depth reaches jam bottom and top edges respectively represented by gray dashed and dash-dot lines. (d,e) 
Discharge entering model reach (dashed lines) and outflow discharge exiting reach relative to bankfull discharge with time (hr) for a reach with 200 jams (solid lines) 
and an unobstructed reach (dotted lines). Line color represents successively increasing Qmax/Qbf = 0.5,1,1.5,2 respectively represented by solid dark blue, light blue, 
green, and yellow lines. 
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also experienced a delay relative to in-channel flow due to the increased 
effective channel width Beff = 3Bbf and floodplain roughness. The 
magnitude of outflow discharge for the highest inflow discharge curve 
tested was slightly reduced relative to outflow from an unobstructed 
channel for Case A (95% of unobstructed outflow maximum), but 
negligible for Case B as the jam became overtopped at only Q/ Qbf =
0.69 [Fig. 7(e), horizontal gray dash-dot line], so that the effect of the 
jam was reduced for higher discharge levels. The simplified compound 
channel representation is not sufficient to reproduce the complex flow 
paths observed in natural overflow conditions [Fig. 1(b)], and additional 
research is needed to understand the effect of jam installations at above- 
bankfull discharge levels and interaction between jams and local 
floodplain flows. 

4.5. Channels of varying slope 

Placement of the same jam in channels of increasing slope would be 
expected to result in relatively higher backwater rise and backwater 
volume above uniform flow [Eq. (12), Fig. 4], but reduced backwater 
length for a given (hJ,h0) due to increasing S. For channels resembling 
the Chittern at Codford, Usway Burn at Shillmoor, and Burbage Brook at 
Burbage (Table 1) with LR = 19768 m with jams spaced over 19758 m, 
the effect of identical series of N = 200 jams with constant CA = 29.5,
lower gap width a = 0.5Hbf and spacing Ls = 98.79 m [Fig. 8(a)–(c), 
solid light blue lines], and jam series with constant h0/hJ = 0.33 (CA =
53.6, 29.5, 12.1, respectively), lower gap width a = 0.5Hbf and 
maximum Lbw/Ls = 1 (Ls = 121.96,40.57,20.75 m; N = 162,487,952 
jams, respectively) [Fig. 8(a)–(c), solid dark blue lines] were explored 
relative to outflow discharge from an unobstructed channel [Fig. 8(a)– 

(c), solid gray lines]. In all cases, inflow to the channel had maximum 
discharge Q/Qbf = 1 and minimum Q/Qbf = 0.2, for a Gaussian curve 
with peak inflow discharge at μ = 6 hr and variance of σ = 1 hr. Jams 
had top elevation HJ = 1.5Hbf with an estimated local floodplain width 
of Bbf (Beff = 3Bbf ) on either side of the channel and floodplain resis-
tance n = 0.1 [case A, Fig. 7(a)]. 

Outflow from jam series with constant CA,N and Ls showed a higher 
relative effect for the lowest slope channel [Fig. 8(a), light blue solid line 
compared to light blue solid lines in Fig. 8(b),(c)]. An increase in time 
delay of outflow discharge peak and reduction in outflow peak magni-
tude was observed, relative to outflow from an unobstructed channel 
[Fig. 8(a), solid gray line]. For channels with increasing slope resem-
bling the Chittern at Codford, Usway Burn at Shillmoor, and Burbage 
Brook at Burbage, respectively, time delay relative to outflow from an 
unobstructed channel was Td = 3.25,2.5, 0.5 hr and relative reduction 
in outflow peak magnitude was Qmax/Qmax,0 = 0.80, 0.93, 0.99. In all 
cases, little delay in outflow discharge relative to an unobstructed 
channel was observed for discharge levels below the point of inundation 
of the jam lower edge (Fig. 8, horizontal dashed gray line). Relative 
delay of outflow discharge increased for discharge levels corresponding 
to jam-generated upstream depths above bankfull level, which caused 
inundation of the simplified local floodplain [Fig. 8(a)–(c), dashed light 
and dark blue lines] For the highest slope channel tested [Fig. 8(c)], the 
jam overtopped at Q/Qbf = 0.76, which reduced relative peak delay and 
reduction in peak magnitude [Fig. 8(c),(f), dash dot light blue line]. 

Outflow from the jam series with constant h0/hJ = 0.33 and Lbw/Ls =
1 for all channels [Fig. 8(a)–(c), solid dark blue lines] showed a more 
consistent effect across all channels for discharge levels, with Td = 3.5, 
3.5, 4 hr and Qmax/Qmax,0 = 0.77,0.76,0.81 respectively for test 

Fig. 8. (a)-(c) Discharge entering model reach (dashed gray line) and outflow discharge exiting reach relative to bankfull discharge relative to bankfull flow Q/ Qbf 
with time (hr) for channels resembling the Chittern, Usway Burn, and Burbage Brook, respectively (Table 1). Relative discharge exiting an unobstructed channel 
represented by solid gray line. Light blue solid line represents relative discharge exiting channel of LR = 19768 m with 200 jams with CA = 29.5 spaced Ls = 98.79 m 
apart over 19758 m. Dark blue solid line represents relative discharge exiting channel of LR = 19768 m with N = 162,487,952 jams spaced over 19758 m, with 
relative ratio h0/hJ = 0.33 for all channels [CA = 53.6, 29.5, 12.1, respectively for cases (a)-(c)]. Horizontal dashed light and dark blue lines indicate relative 
discharge at which jam-generated upstream depth reached channel bankfull depth. (d)-(f) Unobstructed flow depth (gray solid line), water depth upstream of jam 
with CA = 29.5 (solid light blue line), and upstream water depth generated by jam with h0/hJ = 0.33 (CA = 12.1, 29.5,53.6, respectively for (d)-(f); dashed dark blue 
line) relative to channel bankfull depth, with channel relative discharge. In all cases, dashed gray lines indicate the value of Q/Qbf at which the jam-generated 
upstream depth reached the jam lower edge. For figures (c),(f), dash-dot light and dark blue lines indicate relative discharge value at which jam became overtopped. 
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channels with increasing slope. The increase in peak delay and reduction 
in outflow discharge magnitude occurred for channels with both an in-
crease in CA and reduction in number of jams [Fig. 8(a), N = 162 and 
CA = 53.6 for solid dark blue line, N = 200, CA = 29.5 for solid light 
blue line, Lbw,max/Ls = 1 in both cases], increase in number of jams and 
Lbw,max/Ls with constant CA [Fig. 8(b), Lbw,max/Ls = 0.41 for solid light 
blue line, Lbw/Ls = 1 for solid dark blue line], and reduction in CA with 
increase in number of jams and Lbw/Ls [Fig. 8(c), CA = 29.5, Lbw/ Ls =
0.23 for solid light blue line, CA = 12.06, Lbw/Ls = 1 for solid dark blue 
line]. Although the jams would have become overtopped for the highest 
inflow discharge levels at Burbage Brook [Qmax/Qmax,0 = 0.88, dash dot 
dark blue line in Fig. 8(c),(f)], the maximum outflow discharge fell 
below this level and the outflow discharge profile more closely resem-
bled cases where jam overtopping was not observed, with an increase in 
relative delay both above the point of inundation of the jam lower edge 
[Fig. 8, horizontal dashed gray line] and discharge level corresponding 
to point at which jam-generated upstream depth reached the channel 
bankfull depth [Fig. 8(c), horizontal dashed dark blue line]. 

4.6. Best-fit effective resistance coefficient 

Use of an elevated resistance coefficient to represent a series of jams 
is of interest for larger scale modelling and scenarios for which indi-
vidual representation of jams is prohibitively time-consuming or raises 
issues with model stability. For the same discharge, an elevated channel 
resistance increases water depth uniformly across the full channel 
segment length, in contrast to the triangle-like backwater shape gener-
ated by a jam (Fig. 2). For this reason, a best-fit elevated resistance 
model fit to the outflow hydrograph from a series of jams can approxi-
mate the time delay and reduction in peak magnitude found from 
outflow from a series of jams, but does not reproduce the reduction in 
outflow peak skewness, where this is observed [Fig. 4(a)]. In addition, 
channel segment water volume and overflow to the local floodplain 
would differ between the individual jam and best-fit resistance models. 
The degree of elevation in channel resistance increased with decreased 
inter-jam spacing. Elevated resistance was bounded on the lower end by 
an unobstructed channel (Cf0) and on the upper end by a resistance 
generating H = hJ across the full channel length (Cfe,max). For a channel- 
spanning jam with no lower gap, the maximum resistance was equal to 
the cube of the relative ratio of the jam-generated upstream depth and 
unobstructed uniform flow depth Cfe,max /Cf0 = (h0/hJ)−3. The best-fit 
effective elevated resistance that minimized difference in outflow from 
a channel with elevated bed resistance and outflow from a channel with 
a series of channel spanning jams in an infinitely deep channel was 
found for the Usway Burn at Shillmoor for N = 10, 25, 50, 100, 125,

150, 200, 292 jams (Section 4.1). The ratio between the difference in 
effective resistance and unobstructed resistance and difference between 
maximum and unobstructed resistance increased with increasing 
Lbw,max/Ls [Fig. 9(a)]. Due to the increasing shallowness of the outflow 
hydrograph rising limb generated by the triangular backwater, the dif-
ference between the outflow modelled by a best-fit effective resistance 
coefficient and outflow from a series of jams increased with decreasing 
inter-jam spacing, up to Lbw,max/Ls = 1 [Fig. 9(b)]. After this point, 
truncation of the backwater tip created a trapezoidal backwater, 
decreasing the difference between the best-fit resistance and jam series 
curves. The upper bound for effective resistance assuming that H = hJ 
everywhere in the channel (corresponding to y = 1 in Fig. 9(a)) at hJ =
Hbf [Fig. 9(c), black open circles] and channel depth-average upper 
bound for effective resistance at hJ = Hbf [Fig. 9(c), blue open circles] 
decreased with increasing relative gap width. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Comparison of modelled jam trends with field observations 

Jam presence has been observed to increase reach mean depth and 
decrease reach mean velocity (Linstead and Gurnell 1999), due to the 
formation of a jam-generated upstream backwater. The aggregate effect 
of a series of jams has been observed to attenuate upstream flood peaks 
and increase flow travel time, contributing to downstream flood atten-
uation (Gregory et al., 1985; Linstead and Gurnell 1999; Dadson et al., 
2017). Consistent with this expectation, a series of jams placed in a 
modelled 1D channel increased the peak delay and peak outflow 
discharge magnitude of an inflow discharge wave, relative to an unob-
structed channel with the same channel length, slope, width, and bed 
resistance (Fig. 4). The increase in outflow peak delay and reduction in 
peak magnitude was consistent with previous modelling results for 
increasing numbers of jams in a channel (Metcalfe et al., 2017). 
Consistent with the modelled increase in effective optimum bed resis-
tance due to a series of jams relative to unobstructed bed resistance 
(Fig. 9), Linstead and Gurnell (1999) measured elevated Manning’s n 
with increasing discharge (Linstead and Gurnell 1999, Fig. 2.5 in that 
paper) for two reaches in the Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire that con-
tained active jams observed to span the full channel extent and generate 
an observable change in water surface profile. All recorded flows were 
in-channel. Following jam removal, measured Manning’s n decreased 
for all discharge values. The increased, effective measured Manning’s n 
ranged from 1.7 to 2.2 times above the unobstructed Manning’s n value. 
This increase in ne/n0 would correspond to a theoretical maximum 
channel resistance of Cf ,e /Cf ,0 = (ne/n0)2 = 4, consistent with a series of 

Fig. 9. (a) Ratio between the difference in optimum effective resistance and unobstructed resistance and difference between maximum and unobstructed resistance 
increased with increasing Lbw,max/Ls for N = 10, 25, 50, 100, 125, 150, 200, 292 channel-spanning jams. (b) Integrated difference in outflow discharge relative to 
mass of inflow discharge above base flow for a series of N = 10, 25, 50, 100, 125, 150, 200, 292 jams and jams modelled with a best-fit resistance coefficient that 
minimized difference in outflow discharge curves. (c) Upper bound for effective resistance relative to unobstructed resistance with increasing relative gap height 
a/Hbf , assuming H = hJ everywhere in the channel. Maximum effective resistance (black open circles) and channel depth-average effective resistance (blue open 
circles) shown for hJ = Hbf . In all cases channel properties resembled the Usway Burn at Shillmoor (Table 1). 
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closely spaced jams generating a relative upstream depth 1.6 times the 
unobstructed uniform flow depth, with h0/hJ = 0.63.

Guidance for design of leaky barriers (Wren et al., 2022, YDRT 2021) 
suggests a spacing of approximately 7 channel widths for a jam with a 
lower gap vertical width of approximately 0.3 m extending to approxi-
mately 1.5 times the channel bankfull depth (Wren et al., 2022, YDRT 
2021). The recommended channel spacing was compared to model es-
timations for a jam accumulation that would have generated h0/ hJ =
0.5 if arranged with no lower gap. For the three channels considered 
with varying S = 0.001935, 0.008479, 0.021467, (Table 1, Hey and 
Thorne 1986), bankfull depth was relatively consistent across all sites 
(Hbf = 0.68,0.78,0.72 m, Table 1). A lower gap vertical width of 0.3 m 
would result in relative gap width a/Hbf = 0.44,0.38,0.42, similar to the 
a/Hbf = 0.5 case shown with a solid light blue line in Fig. 6. The back-
water length when jam-generated upstream depth was equal to channel 
bankfull depth was reduced from the case with no lower gap, with 
backwater length relative to channel bankfull width equal to Lbw/Bbf =
10.9,2.7, 2.1 respectively for channel sites with increasing slope. For the 
two higher slope cases, the modelled backwater length was smaller than 
the recommended spacing of 7 channel widths. The rate of increase in 
the time delay of the outflow discharge peak and reduction in outflow 
discharge peak magnitude relative to outflow from an unobstructed 
channel reduced for spacings closer than approximately Lbw,max/Ls = 1−
1.5 (Fig. 4), suggesting that placement of additional jams to generate a 
spacing closer to the maximum expected backwater length could result 
in additional time delay of the outflow discharge peak and relative 
reduction in peak magnitude. The simplified 1D scenarios considered in 
this paper assessed the effect of a series of jams with varying jam and 
channel physical properties. While the model framework allows for 
provision of lateral inflow along the modelled reach, lateral inflows 
were not considered in the test cases considered. To accurately assess the 
implications of jam installation in larger catchments, future work should 
consider the addition of lateral inflow and catchment-scale hydrological 
effects, such as that generated by a catchment-scale hydrological model 
(Metcalfe et al., 2017, Lewis et al., 2018). In addition, the sensitivity of 
outflow characteristics to temporal change of jams due to seasonal 
build-up and loss of wood and leaf material and floodplain morphology 
should be considered in future modelling and empirical studies. 

Black et al. (2020) observed an increase in outflow peak lag time 
compared to prior baseline measurements of the same channel before 
installation of a series of leaky barriers in the Middle Burn (35 leaky 
barriers) and Craigburn (44 leaky barriers), alongside riparian and 
wetland tree planting and, in the case of Craigburn, construction of three 
offline holding ponds. Lag time was observed to increase with flood 
magnitude up to approximately QMED, or bankfull flow. The increase in 
peak lag time within this range was attributed to the design of structures 
that allowed increased passage of water at low flows, similar to jams 
with a lower gap considered in this paper, for which a relative increase 
in delay of outflow discharge relative to an unobstructed channel was 
observed for discharge values above the inundation point of the jam 
lower edge, compared to lower flow values (Fig. 6). For the largest 
events measured with discharge level above QMED, median lag 
continued to rise at a reduced rate at Middle Burn, but decreased sharply 
to near pre-installation values at Craigburn. In both cases the relative 
peak lag for events above QMED was reduced relative to sub-QMED 
events (Black et al., 2020, Fig. 3 in that paper). The change at 
near-bankfull flow is consistent with model output with a simplified 
channel-floodplain configuration (Fig. 8) showing reduced peak lag for 
increasing peak inflow discharge, as water level began to inundate the 
model floodplain and in some cases overtop the modelled jams. Prior 
modelling studies of vegetated channels have shown a similar reduction 
in sensitivity to vegetation-generated roughness for larger floods, 
compared to smaller flood inputs (Anderson et al., 2006). Despite an 
increased number of interventions at Craigburn, the observed increase 
in peak lag time was observed to be less than at Middle Burn, which was 

attributed to likely variation in barrier physical properties and place-
ment, channel gradient, and differences in geology, surface cover, and 
soil composition (Black et al., 2020). 

5.2. Recommendations for jam design in varying channels 

Identical jams placed in channels of increasing slope would be ex-
pected to generate a higher relative backwater rise and backwater vol-
ume above base flow Vbw/Vs (Fig. 3), but lower backwater length Lbw =
(hJ − h0) /S. For the same set of jams placed with equal spacing in low, 
medium, and high slope channels of the same modelled length (Table 1, 
Fig. 8), a more pronounced outflow delay associated with jam presence 
was observed for the lowest slope site, due to higher Lbw/Ls compared to 
the higher slope cases. Existing guidance recommending placement at 
approximately 7–10 channel widths (Linstead and Gurnell 1999; YDRT 
2021) in part incorporates the effect of increasing slope as bankfull 
width is expected to decrease with increasing slope (Parker et al., 2007). 
However, the observed empirical scaling of Bbf ∼ S−0.4 was weaker than 
the inverse linear dependence of backwater length on slope (Parker 
et al., 2007, Section 2.4). Similarly, across the 3 example sites, the 
decrease in bankfull depth was less strong than the decrease in back-
water length, so that a jam with no lower gap generating h0/hJ = 0.5 
would generate a backwater length relative to bankfull depth Lbw/Bbf =
27,5, and 3 channel widths, respectively for sites with S = 0.001935,
0.008479, 0.021467 (Table 1) when the jam-generated upstream depth 
was equal to the channel bankfull depth. 

Jams spaced more closely than Lbw,max/Ls = 1 had reduced increase 
in time delay of outflow peak and reduction in peak magnitude with 
Lbw/Ls, suggesting that closer jam spacings than Lbw,max/Ls = 1 may 
generate reduced attenuation per jam, and provide less value per money. 
However, magnitude of time delay of outflow peak and magnitude of 
reduction in outflow peak magnitude continued to increase for more 
closely spaced jams, until the point at which the jam backwater would 
have reached the adjacent upstream jam even at the minimum inflow 
discharge. 

In cases with a simplified model floodplain that allowed for jam 
overtopping, the effect of jams was increased when jam-generated up-
stream depth exceeded bankfull depth for unobstructed sub-bankfull 
discharge values, but reduced for discharge values that overtopped the 
jam. Reducing jam accumulation factor to delay overtopping and 
implementing jam installations in conjunction with riparian forest 
planting or other measures to increase local floodplain resistance (Black 
et al., 2020), may help to attenuate higher flood levels. Similarly, jams 
with a lower gap had no effect at discharge levels for which the water 
depth would not have reached the jam lower edge, and reduced outflow 
peak time delay and reduction in peak magnitude compared to jams 
with no lower gap. However, the presence of the lower gap increased the 
discharge value at which the jam became overtopped, allowing a wider 
upper range of jam-generated effect on outflow discharge. 

5.3. Leaky Barrier Advisor 

As interest in nature-based solutions for natural flood management 
and sustainable farming has increased, interest has grown in sparse 
input data methods suitable for participatory modelling including 
incorporation of lay knowledge and site observations collected by 
farmers, government regulators, and citizen scientists (Voinov and 
Bousquet 2010; Basco-Carrera et al., 2017; Voinov et al., 2016; Hedelin 
et al., 2021). The simplified 1D network model described in this paper 
(Section 3.2) can be used to estimate the effect of jam installations on an 
inflow hydrograph using channel slope, bankfull width, and site obser-
vations of jam relative gap width a/Hbf , relative h0/hJ, or related ob-
servations such as the amount of times per year that the channel bank 
became inundated upstream of the jam, relative to downstream or un-
obstructed flow. For sites with unknown bankfull depth, Ds50 and bed 
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friction coefficient, channel slope and bankfull width can be used to 
estimate Hbf , Ds50, and Cf0 [Eqs. (3)–(5)]. While the model capabilities 
lack a catchment scale hydrological model and are limited relative to 
standard hydraulic modelling software packages, model set-up time and 
runtime are reduced, and a range of jam and channel properties can be 
trialled with relatively sparse data input. After computing outflow 
discharge from a given inflow and specified channel and barrier prop-
erties, inflow and outflow hydrographs are plotted in addition to 
jam-generated upstream water depth as compared to unobstructed 
uniform flow depth over the range of the inflow hydrograph. 

5.4. Example implementation in HEC-RAS 2D 

To demonstrate implementation of jams as hydraulic structures and 
the theoretical maximum effect of jam implementation using the 
maximum equivalent channel resistance (Section 4.6, h = hJ everywhere 
in the channel), modelled and measured outflow were compared for a 
channel containing eight engineered logjams (Penny Gill, West Cum-
bria, UK) within a small catchment area of approximately 0.33 km2. 
Measured outflow discharge recorded for a rain event occurring over 
48.25 h between 14:30, March 9, 2021–14:45, March 11, 2021, down-
stream of eight engineered jams and a series of scattered wood pieces. 
Based on the Revitalised Flood Hydrograph (Kjeldsen et al., 2005) the 
event is estimated as having an Annual Exceedance Probability of 
approximately 20%, although with such an incised channel in places this 
does not equate to significant out of bank flow in the study reach. Reach 
sections were measured at x = 0, 40,100,205,215,259,276,320,344,
419 m from the reach upstream edge with elevation z = 60.23,58.23,
52.35,46.96,46.04,43.2,42.18,40.6,38.17,33.67 m and channel width 
B = 4,4, 7, 5.8,5.2, 4.9, 4.2,6, 3.8,3.8 m. Jams were located on sections 
2-7, 9, and 11. The jam upper edges were HJ = 0.86,0.86,0.97,1,1.12,
1.09, 0.83,1.04 m above the bed. The unobstructed channel resistance 
was estimated to equal n0 = 0.23 s m−1/3, based on observations of 
rough channels with scattered wood pieces (Yochum et al., 2014). 

In separate model runs, jams were represented both as individual 
hydraulic structures and using an effective Manning’s resistance coef-
ficient using HEC-RAS 2D. Individual jams were represented as em-
bankments spanning the channel with a custom outlet rating curve, 
assuming the jams acted as channel-spanning jams with no lower gap 
[Eq. (7)]. A jam accumulation factor of CA = 50 was estimated from an 
available photograph [Fig. 1(a)], assuming that the structure was 
approximately 1 m high with five cylindrical logs of equal diameter. The 
estimated CA (Follett et al., 2020) ranged from CA = 64 − 43 depending 
on chosen inter-log gap width of 1–2 cm, respectively. CA = 50 was 
chosen based on this range, yielding a relative ratio of unobstructed flow 
depth to jam-generated upstream depth h0/hJ = 0.42. In addition to 
model runs including individual jams, an effective Manning’s resistance 
coefficient was chosen (ne = 0.24) to minimize the difference between 
outflow modelled with an elevated resistance coefficient and eight in-
dividual jams, and the limiting maximum resistance ne,max = 0.68 was 
computed assuming average channel properties S = 0.054, n0 = 0.23 s 
m−1/3, CA = 50 with Cf0 related to n0 assuming a channel bankfull depth 
of 1 m and average B = 5.1 m. 

The HEC-RAS 2D model mesh had an average spacing of 4 m with 
sub-grid topography of 1 m. Model results are shown for 10:30 March 
10, 2021–14:45 March 11, 2021 following an initial period in which 
depressions in the 2D domain adjusted to inflow. Conservation of mass 
and momentum were solved over the model domain using the diffusion 
wave approximation of the shallow water equations. Solution using the 
full momentum equations was tested, but did not significantly alter 
model results. 

The effect of jams was limited for the site and event considered due to 
the low maximum discharge (maximum Q = 0.22 m3 s−1 corresponding 
to h0 = 0.125 m in an unobstructed channel), high unobstructed channel 
resistance, and small number of jams. Modelled outflow curves were 

higher than measured outflow for the rising limb of the initial, smaller 
peak (Fig. 10, t = 14 : 30− 16 : 30, 10 March 2021) and lower than 
measured outflow for the falling limb of the main peak (Fig. 5, t =
22 : 00, 10 March 2021 – 04 : 30, 11 March 2021). The outflow 
discharge modelled using individual jam hydraulic structures (green 
dash dot line in Fig. 10) was lower than the measured outflow discharge 
and curves modelled using a bed resistance (Fig. 5, t = 10 : 30 – 14 : 30, 
17:30–21:00, 10 March 2021, 01:00–11:30, 11 March 2021), which may 
be due to model uncertainty related to low water depth (h0 = 0.02 m for 
uniform flow, Q = 0.005 m3 s−1) and the presence of vertical lower gaps 
below some jams. The discrepancy at low water depths reduced the 
model Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency 

[

NSE= 1−
∑

t(Qm−Qobs)
∑

t(Qobs−Qobs)

]

to NSE = 0.73 
for the model run using eight individually represented jams from NSE =
0.78 for the model run using an effective resistance coefficient. The 
analytical maximum resistance ne,max = 0.68, which was computed 
assuming h = hJ everywhere in the channel, reduced the outflow peak 
magnitude (Qmax/Qmax,obs = 0.763) and increased time delay Td = 0.25 
hr to first peak relative to measured outflow, showing the maximum 
possible effect of many jams installed in the channel. 

6. Conclusion 

Logjam representation in hydraulic modelling schemes is used in 
industry to predict the effects of natural flood management project de-
signs. Further modelling and empirical studies are needed to assess the 
performance of engineered logjam installations and interpret field 
monitoring results. While recent results have demonstrated that a jam 
can be modelled as a porous obstruction generating momentum loss 
proportional to the number, size, and packing density of the logs and the 
jam length, providing a physically based stage-discharge relationship 
(Follett et al., 2020, 2021), representation of many jams as hydraulic 
structures increases model set-up time and runtime, and approximation 
of jam effects with an increased channel resistance provides a practical 
alternative (Addy and Wilkinson 2019). Field observations suggest that 
jams increase time delay of the outflow peak and reduce outflow peak 
magnitude relative to baseline measurements, but that a range of effects 
are present due to dependence on jam and site characteristics, including 
channel slope and bed resistance (Black et al., 2020). 

To systematically investigate the effect of a series of logjams with 
varying channel and jam physical properties, we represented a rectan-
gular channel containing jams with a 1D network (Hankin et al., 2020). 
The relative time delay of the outflow peak and relative reduction in 
peak magnitude increased with number of jams in the channel, which 
increased the relative ratio of backwater length to segment length. 
Skewness of the outflow discharge curve initially decreased with 
increasing relative backwater length to segment length, generating an 
increasingly gradual outflow discharge rising limb. As jams became 
more closely spaced than one backwater length, a trapezoidal backwater 
was generated, and the outflow discharge from a series of jams more 
closely resembled that from a channel with elevated bed resistance. The 
maximum equivalent channel resistance generated by a series of jams 
would occur when h = hJ everywhere in the channel, generating a 
relative effective resistance coefficient Cfe /Cf0 = (h0/hJ)−3 for a series 
of channel-spanning jams with no lower gap. The analytical maximum 
equivalent resistance could be used to quickly estimate the maximum 
possible effect of a series of jams at a given site, although both the 
best-fit equivalent resistance and the deviation of a resistance model 
from a jam series decline with increased jam spacing. 

The model described in this paper provides a sparse data input option 
suitable for use with site observations of the relative water depths 
generated by a jam and estimation of channel slope and bankfull depth, 
which could be used to explore the implications of varying jam spacing 
and design or estimate the effect of existing jam installations. To 
demonstrate implementation of best-fit and maximum elevated channel 
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resistance, jams were represented both as individual hydraulic struc-
tures and using a best-fit elevated resistance in HEC-RAS 2D for Penny 
Gill, West Cumbria, UK. The theoretical maximum resistance was used 
to estimate the maximum effect of closely spaced jams on outflow peak 
delay and attenuation. 

The effect of jams increased with increasing jam-generated upstream 
depth relative to unobstructed water depth hJ/h0, which increased with 
the dimensionless jam accumulation factor, CA (Follett et al., 2020). A 
lower gap reduced outflow peak delay and relative peak reduction, with 
the magnitude of effect increasing with increasing gap height. The effect 
of jams was reduced for cases allowing overflow to the local floodplain 
represented by a compound channel and jam overtopping, for which the 
effect of jams was most pronounced at discharge levels below bankfull 
discharge. Identical jams placed in channels of increasing slope generate 
a higher relative jam-generated upstream depth and backwater volume, 
but lower backwater length, so that the effect of an identical jam series 
was most pronounced for the lowest-slope channel considered, due to 
higher relative backwater length. 

Jams spaced more closely than Lbw,max/Ls = 1 had a decreased rate of 
increase in peak delay and attenuation of outflow discharge peak with 
increased spacing, suggesting that jam spacings much closer than 
Lbw,max/Ls = 1 may provide reduced value for money. The best-fit 
effective resistance approached the theoretical maximum value when 
Lbw,max/Ls ≥ 1 over all inflow discharge values. For a jam with constant 
CA, backwater length decreases with increasing slope, allowing closer 
spacing of jams in higher slope channels. Existing guidance recom-
mending spacing of jams over a multiple of bankfull width likely 
partially accounts for this effect due to expected decrease in channel 
width with increasing slope (Bbf ∼ S−0.4; Parker et al., 2007). The 
presence of a lower vertical gap below the jam, a common engineered 
logjam design, prevented significant delay of flow at levels below the 
point of inundation of the jam lower edge, but increased the discharge 
value at which the jam would become overtopped, causing the jam to 
influence outflow discharge over a wider range of discharge values. 

Software and Data Availability 

The 1D network model presented in this paper has been made freely 
available on GitHub, titled “Leaky Barrier Advisor” (https://github. 
com/efollett/Leaky-Barrier-Advisor). The developer Elizabeth Follett 
is contactable at emf@alum.mit.edu. The year first available is 2022. 
Model files are written in the freely available R language with size 45 
KB. R is developed for Unix-like, Windows, and Mac families and will 
compile and build on common Unix-like platforms. More information 
can be obtained from the R FAQ (Hornik and R Core Team 2022). The R 
language may be accessed from the Comprehensive R Archive Network 
(https://CRAN.R-project.org/). 

The model is targeted at users estimating the effect of a series of 
leaky barriers on outflow discharge using sparse input data. The R lan-
guage and environment was chosen for correspondence with existing 
hydrological models (Metcalfe et al., 2017) and to provide an open 
source, freely available option for previous 1D models assessing jam 
placement and network structure (Hankin et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 10. (a) Model setup showing upper part of Penny Gill, West Cumbria, UK, highlighting how each of 8 larger jams were represented as an embankment spanning 
the channel with a custom outlet rating curve based on Eq. (7) and CA = 50. Model mesh had average spacing 4 m with sub-grid topography of 1 m. (b) Field 
observations and model results for Penny Gill, West Cumbria, UK (10:30 March 10, 2021–14:45 March 11, 2021). Date and time of observations and model results 
shown at same scale for both top and bottom x-axes. Modelled net rainfall (mm) used as input to HEC-RAS 2D model shown with gray dotted line on right-hand y-axis 
and top x-axis. Observed discharge recorded downstream of eight jams shown with black solid line on left y-axis and bottom x-axis. Modelled inflow to upstream 
section shown with dashed gray line. Modelled HEC-RAS 2D outflow without jams, including the effect of scattered logs in the channel (n0 = 0.23 s m−1/3) shown 
with solid dark blue line. Modelled HEC-RAS 2D outflow representing the effective increase in n due to jam presence (ne = 0.24 s m−1/3) shown with dotted yellow 
line. Modelled outflow with channel resistance set at theoretical maximum value for closely spaced jams with h = hJ everywhere in the channel (ne,max = 0.68 s m−1/ 
3) shown with solid light blue line. Modelled HEC-RAS 2D outflow including eight jams (CA = 50) shown with dash dot green line. 
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